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LHCb Carbon Contributors
• Electricity consumption of detector
• Electricity consumption for online Computing farm
(also used for offline computing when beam-off)
• Travel – (Conferences & LHCb Weeks)
• Direct gas emissions (Flour-Carbon gas used for
cooling and as detector material)
• Material upgrades
Environment report 2017 - 2018, European Organization for Nuclear Research
(CERN) (2020) - https://hse.cern/environment-report-2017-2018
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Health Warning

All numbers are preliminary order of magnitude
estimates.
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Travel, methodology
• We assume travel is from home institute to destination and back.
• Use google sheets and maps to calculate distance. For mode of
transport assume::
• < 500km: train: 0.037 kg CO2e/km (except in US, where it’s a car
with 0.17 CO2e/km)
• > 500km: flight (CO2e/km on next slide). Take into account trip to
nearest airport (assumed to be by car).
• Largest uncertainty: estimated number of participants at LHCb week
obtained by multiplying those who registered for social events by
factor 2. Probably on the high side.
more on conversion factors:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversion-factors-2020
https://www.associationbilancarbone.fr/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/bilan-carbone-v8-guide-methodologique-final.pdf
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CO2-equivalents for plane travel
Radiative forcing (RF) is a measure of the additional environmental impact of aviation. These
include emissions of nitrous oxides and water vapour when emitted at high altitude.

with RF
Haul
Domestic, to/from UK
Short-haul, to/from UK

Long-haul, to/from UK

Class

Unit

Average
passenger
Average
passenger

kg CO2e

w/o RF
kg CO2e

passenger.km

0.2443

0.1292

passenger.km

0.15553

0.08223

Economy class

passenger.km

0.15298

0.08088

Business class

passenger.km

0.22947

0.12132

Average
passenger

passenger.km

0.19085

0.1009

Economy class

passenger.km

0.14615

0.07727

Premium economy
class

passenger.km

0.23385

0.12363

Business class

passenger.km

0.42385

0.22408

First class

passenger.km

0.58462

0.30908
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events. The proportion of attendees whose home institute is away from CERN, but
were based at CERN at the time of the LHCb weeks could not be accounted for.
Another clear limitation of this data set is that it is not complete, as is notable in
Fig.8. All events going back to 2016 were checked for participant lists but many
2 not available through Indico. Nonetheless, the only year with the complete,
were
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between event location and which quarter of the year it is held. Because attendance
at CERN based events is higher due to the proximity of LHCb members, these
events tend to have a larger footprint. The exception here is the Lake Placid event.
Due to the far greater distance most attendees had to travel, and the fact that this
distance is covered using long-haul flights, the footprint per participant for this event
is significantly higher than the average. This is explicit in Fig.9. The Lake Placid
event had had emissions of CO2 e around 1.8 tonnes while other events studied had
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CO2e for Conference Travel

Virtual conference participation includes the assumption that the user recently bought hardware (a
monitor) for the purpose of participation in virtual conferences; without this assumption the
emissions from virtual conferences are reduced by a factor of 1000.
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Power Consumption
Figure 5: The power usage of disk versus tape storage for 50 TB, 140 TB and 280
TB usage. Figure sourced from Fujitsu [32].

online computing farm

(also used for MC production when not data taking)

magnet:
40GWh / year (2018)
900 tCO2e (French energy mix)
Figure 6: Total computing emissions from the power consumption of CPUs, tape
and disk data storage.
The
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in computing
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Material Upgrades
• ‘Long Shutdown’ periods allow for upgrades to
detectors:
•
•
•

Depth: ~ 1.7
m

New / modified subdetectors
Modified circuitry
Updated material use

Height: ~ 8m
• One upgrade in Long Shutdown 2 is the muon
detector iron shielding.
•
•

•

Width: ~ 8m

HCAL is being replaced by a wall of iron (280 tonnes) & concrete
(160 tonnes)
Iron transported by lorry from OPERA experiment in Laboratori
Nazionali del Gran Sasso, Italy.

Technical Design Reports (TDRs) detail upgrades.

Total: 330
tCO2e
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Direct Gas Emissions
• Detectors use Fluorinated gases for particle
detection and cooling.
• F-gases can have a very high global warming
potential.
• C6F14 used as coolant has a conversion factor of
9600 kg CO2e/ kg C6F14.
• C4F10 and CF4 also used in detectors (RICH,
MWPCs and GEM)

https://coolerfuture.com/en/blog/co2e using Fourth Assessment
Report: Climate Change 2007: The AR4 Synthesis Report - The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
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LHCb emissions in terms of CO2e by year
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LHCb emissions in terms of CO2e by year
for leak of 0.05 l per day

Planned changes of coolants and removal of a CF -filled
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Table 4: The yearly carbon footprint of the coolants C6 F14 , 3M Novec
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bring
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bars
down.factors of the
3M Novec
7100
if leakedwill
at 0.05
litres
per day.
conversion
TM
Novec
gases are given in [49].
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Conclusions

While it would have been straightforward to predict a large total carbon footprint,
the distribution of emissions is non-trivial. The significance of the scope 1 emissions
is expected due to the strong warming properties of the F-gases used in LHCb.
Scope 2 emissions are lower than might have been expected, mainly due to the
relatively small conversion factor for French power. Travel contributes most to the
total, identifying it as a significant area to address.
While a carbon footprint of 3000 ± 900 tCO2 e during an operational year of the
LHCb experiment is large, it should also be considered against other industrial-scale
processes. This is equivalent to the production of around 175 new medium-sized cars
[50] or 38 new homes [51]. Compared against the carbon footprint of Switzerland,
this accounts for less than 0.01% of the country’s total yearly footprint [52].
However the comparisons fall, it is still imperative that LHCb and CERN study
their carbon footprint and take appropriate action to reduce it, not just for their
own environmental impact, but to prove an industry standard. Proactive decisionmaking and the development of new techniques and technologies with environmental
impact at their heart can make CERN and LHCb’s environmental strategy a model
for others to follow. The CERN environmental report [14] is a starting point, with
further, experiment specific reports needed to achieve a comprehensive understanding of where emissions are coming from and how to reduce them. This report and
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its findings have and will inform the LHCb Sustainability Group (though informal,
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Breakdown of Run III (from 2022) emissions in terms
of CO2e

23% for travel

30% for electricity

*
*
47% F-Gas leaks
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French vs EU energy mix
Average EU

France

it’s worth noting that nuclear power,
while good regarding CO2, has its own
long-term environmental impact that is
not accounted for, here.
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LHCb emissions in terms of CO2e by year assuming
EU energy mix for electricity consumption

10% for travel

21% F-Gas leaks

*
*
50% for electricity
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Summary
• First attempt at estimating the
Carbon Footprint of a collider
experiment
• Work in progress, but already
insightful.
• The FTDR for LHCb Upgrade II has a
chapter on environmental impact,
which includes results presented
here.

Active fields of research/debate in LHCb:
• Researching options to reduce the use of Flour-Carbon gases in detectors further.
• Studying more eﬃcient computing solutions for Upgrade II.
• Options to reduce travel.
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Backup
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Summary
• Estimate of LHCb Carbon footprint, taking
into account, Electricity consumption, Travel
• Gas leaks (small volume, big contribution)
• One-oﬀ eﬀects from construction (so far
for one example, the new iron shield)
• Carbon footprint will be part of our planning
for the future. The FTDR for LHCb Upgrade II
has a chapter on environmental impact, and
research in further reducing F-Gas use is
underway.
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CO2 equivalents

https://www.associationbilancarbone.fr/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/bilan-carbone-v8-guide-methodologique-final.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversion-factors-2020
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CO2-equivalents for plane travel
Radiative forcing (RF) is a measure of the additional environmental impact of aviation. These
include emissions of nitrous oxides and water vapour when emitted at high altitude.

with RF
Haul
Domestic, to/from UK
Short-haul, to/from UK

Long-haul, to/from UK

Class

kg CO2e

Unit

Average
passenger
Average
passenger

w/o RF
kg CO2e

passenger.km

0.2443

0.1292

passenger.km

0.15553

0.08223

Economy class

passenger.km

0.15298

0.08088

Business class

passenger.km

0.22947

0.12132

Average
passenger

passenger.km

0.19085

0.1009

Economy class

passenger.km

0.14615

0.07727

Premium economy
class

passenger.km

0.23385

0.12363

Business class

passenger.km

0.42385

0.22408

First class

passenger.km

0.58462

0.30908

used this (very conservative)
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CO2-equivalents for plane travel
Radiative forcing (RF) is a measure of the additional environmental impact of aviation. These
include emissions of nitrous oxides and water vapour when emitted at high altitude.
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this would probably have been more realistic
(but difference small compared to overall uncertainty)
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Travel
• Take into account Travel for LHCb weeks and conference travel. This ignores
travel for shifts, commissioning etc (to be included in the future).
• LHCb weeks:
• 4 LHCb weeks per year. 3 at CERN, one at a participating institute.
• LHCb week at CERN, there is no attendance list, but there is a social event
that requires registration. We assume 50% of LHCb week attendees also
attend the social event.
• For Conference Travel we have a complete data base with locations, speakers’
home institute, and mode of attendance (virtual or in person)
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Travel, methodology
• To translate our data into CO2 equivalents, we make the following simplifications:
• We assume travel is from home institute to destination and back (this is not
true for people on LTA at CERN, where this method therefore over-estimates
travel to LHCb weeks slightly)
• Use google maps (google sheets has an interface) to calculate distance. Mode
of transport is:
• < 500km: train: 0.037 kg CO2e/km (except in US, where it’s a car with 0.17
CO2e/km)
• > 500km: flight (CO2e/km on next slide). Take into account trip to nearest
airport (assumed to be by car).
https://www.associationbilancarbone.fr/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/bilan-carbone-v8-guide-methodologique-final.pdf
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